
Metal ring with macramé
Instructions No. 1942
 Difficulty: Beginner
 Working time: 1 hour

Decorations with metal rings are currently in great demand. The simple rings are often combined with other decorative
objects and when hung up they create a cosy and homely atmosphere. In this tutorial we have combined the stylish metal
rings with Macramé and placed a terracotta pot with succulents in the middle.

This is how you can create a beautiful hanging decoration

First of all, the two metal rings are treated with edding Permanent Spray in
the colour Imperial Gold dyed. The paint dries silk-matt. Of course you can
also choose another colour or leave the metal rings in white 

Cut 6 pieces of the natural Yarn colored one in 120 cm and one piece in 160
cm, mustard yellow one from piece in Yarn 120 cm. Now take all the threads,
put them together in the middle and knot the whole skein around the two
metal rings 

Now take the free knotting template and start knotting according to the
instructions. First start with the two longer, natural-coloured threads, after a
few centimetres a Wooden ball strung. Continue with the mustard yellow
thread. Then a ball is threaded again and knotted with the natural-coloured
one. After the last knot, leave about 5-10 cm of space and then make another
simple knot to create a suspension.

Paint the terracotta pot with Handicraft paintin Stone Grey. Let the paint dry completely. Fix the wooden ring between the metal rings with hot glue and then
wrap Yarnthe glued areas with the natural coloured one. Fix the succulents in the terracotta pot with some hot glue and finally place it in the wooden ring 

The stylish hanging decoration is ready.

Article number Article name Qty
10696 Jute cord "Basic"Yellow 1
291668-01 Jute cord "Basic"Creame 1
571647-04 Terracotta potsInside-Ø 4 cm, 10 pcs. 1

Article information:



755276-24 edding 5200 "Permanentspray", silkmattImperial Gold 1
560085-89 VBS Craft paint, 50 mlStone Grey 1
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